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he introduces* does not accord with his own scheme of morality 
where the righteous flourish and the naughty are punished. In 

deed, there is life, but no moral to be drawn from the tale, unless 
it be that the strong man will win good out of evil and the weak 

man make the right cause seem wrong. With unenlightened 

pessimism, doubtless drawn from Schopenhauer and an unrelent 

ing objectivity learned from Flaubert, Bojer, the new Norwegian 
writer, tells his grim little tale of the flourishing landowner who 

signs his friend's note and then declares it a forgery when the 

time comes to pay. He builds and flourishes upon his lie, while 
the weakling goes under. This may not be the melodramatic 

morality of which Hall Caine is fond, but it is austerely truthful 
none the less. 

More and more the tendency of foreign writers is to set down 

the hard fact and leave the reader to make all inferences. Maar 
ten Maartens's 

" 
Brothers All 

" 
j- is a volume of short sketches of 

Dutch peasant life admirably drawn, largely painful, but good 

reading because they give a sense of truth and reality. The outer 

trappings, although strange and alien to us, do not disguise the 

common humanity which flows in all our veins. 

" There is a certain hour in life when the god passes; he 

exalts those who respond to him and breaks those who resist. 

The poacher, loving, grew divine; Therese, saving all who ap 

proached her, was saved in turn; Mademoiselle Peyrolles, sacri 

ficing herself, was sustained by a truly maternal joy; M. Taffin, 
whom charity restrained, found resignation possible. For those 

who give their lives are saved. Egoism only is deadly; Lethois 

died of it" 
This is the summing up near the end of Estaunie's treatment 

of the 
" 

Secret Lif e/'^ Taking the chief characters of a tiny 

village near Toulouse, a priest, a maiden lady who is also the 

chief landowner of the district, and an old scientist, the author 

shows each life pursuing some private end, some hidden hope, 
* " 

The Power of a Lie." By Jan Bojer. Translated by Jessie Muir, 
with an introduction by Hall Caine. New York: Mitchell Kennerly, 1909. 

t" Brothers All." By Maarten Maartens. New York: D. Appleton 
& Co., 1909. 

t" La Vie Secrdte." By Edouard Estaunie\ Paris: Perrin et Cie. 
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or ambition, or joy until "the god passes," and each one in 

turn is called on to give himself and his 
" 

vie secrete 
" 

up to the 
common life of humanity, to a more general welfare. Each must 

give his life for another's or shrivel up in his own egoism. This 
is a charming story full of the soft landscape of Central France, 
the atmosphere of summer and autumnal fields, and the blind 

strivings of human hearts living, all unseeing, amid growing 

tragedies. The plot thickens and changes, the suffering and re 

nunciation remain unalterable; but those who trust to the end in 

the ultimate goodness which rules the universe are somehow 

justified. 

A new Tartarin de Tarascon, a gay braggart, a daring ad 

venturer, a blossom of Provence, is offered us in Aicard's 
" 

Maurin 
des Maures"* That sunny Southern land turns out these 

Quixotic characters from time to time; people who adopt a 

role and live so persistently in the ideal of themselves that it 

usurps the real. Maurin, the King, was as happy living upon 
fiction as the average man can make himself with the most pro 

pitious reality. Gay, gallant, unscrupulous, light-hearted and 

laughter-loving, living in the security and ease of a genial climate 
and a friendly people, Maurin, known as King of the Moors, 
with Parlo-Soulet the monologuist, the stone - 

breaker, and his 

daughter Tonia the Corsaire, and the military, make up a merry 
and adventurous tale of laughter, liberty and license of a people 
still living close to Nature and her untrammelled ways. 

* " 
Maurin des Maures." By Jean Aicard. Paris: Ernest Flammarion. 
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